DESCRIPTION
The Iniven 98 Series telemetry products communicate analog, contact closures, and digital data
information over analog tone lines or point to point fiber optics. All modules are microprocessor controlled,
and frequency shift keyed (FSK) modules utilize digital signal processing (DSP) for frequency stability.
The 98 Series has a modular design, allowing for a variety of analog and digital applications. Each
communication and multiplexing module can accept different I/O modules in the same chassis slot.
These I/O modules accept different forms of analog and digital inputs and outputs, and provide terminal
blocks for external wiring.
Multiple analog and digital inputs or outputs are accepted with the use of multiplexer boards
The 98 Series offers several different enclosures: A standard 19” rack mount chassis, a variable width
panel mount chassis’ and a compact chassis.

Figure 1. 98 Series, Standard 19 inch 3U Rack
All programming is accomplished using DIP switches, eliminating the need for an external programming
device. Each FSK module is programmable for all standard Bell frequencies. System configuration
options, such as 2 frequency or 3 frequency operation are also programmable.
The 98 Series is utility substation hardened. It is end to end compatible with most telemetry systems
and is pin to pin compatible with other manufacturers. As with all INIVEN products, the 98 Series is
protected by a 12 Year Warranty.
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APPLICATIONS
Iniven’s 98 Series accepts one or more status (on/off), analog inputs (current or voltage), or RS-232
inputs on the transmitter end. The inputs are converted to a communications signal that is transmitted
over a voice grade circuit using FSK or fiber optics using digital interfaces. The receiver converts the
communication signal back to digital, analog, or RS-232 outputs.
FSK
The 98 Series transmitter, the IT-98DSP, generates a FSK audio signal over a voice grade
communicatioins channel such as a leased telephone line, microwave, copper pair of wires, or single
sideband. The IR-98DSP receiver accepts the audio signal from the transmitter and generates an
output. The I/O module connected to the transmitter or receiver determines the type of input and
output.
Figure 2. shows the standard Bell frequencies that are programmable using on-board DIP switches.
The FSK modules are programmabe for frequency and baud rate.
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Figure 2. Programmable Frequencies
The FSK receiver and transmitter are capable of receiving and generating 2 or 3 frequencies. The
Mark frequency (positive shift) and the Space frequency (negative shift) are used for 2 frequency applications. The Center frequency may be used in conjunction with Mark and Space for three frequency
applications.
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On/Off Applications
In an application where a simple on/off function needs to be transmitted, the IT-98DSP and IR-98DSP
programmable FSK modules and two I/O DATA standard I/O modules are needed. These I/O modules
contain only terminal blocks for wiring connections. Figure 3. shows a typical contact closure (or
status) application. The inputs could be a pump control, alarm indicator or any other type of on/off
function.

Figure 3. Digital Scheme using FSK
Three frequency operation is typically used when up to two on/off (status) operations are being controlled.
The Mark frequency is turned on or off depending on the status of the transmitter input. The receiver
activates the Mark output when keyed. The Space frequency operates in the same way. In the absence
of Mark and Space frequencies, the Center frequency is generated to provide security against noise
and channel failure. In the above example, the center relay is used as a Carrier Detect (CD) and a
channel failure indication.
Single Analog Applications
The I/O 40T transmitter module accepts either a single voltage or current input and utilizes the IT98DSP FSK module to transmit two frequencies. The IR-98DSP FSK module receives the frequencies
and outputs a voltage or current utilizing the I/O 40R receiver. Inputs and outputs can be unipolar or
bipolar.
The CD relay is deactivated, causing an alarm, when neither frequency is being received. Figure 4
shows a typical application using an analog input from a transducer and an analog output to a chart
recorder.

Figure 4. Analog Scheme using FSK
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Multiplexed FSK Applications
The 98 series can be set up to accommodate multiple bipolar or unipolar analog inputs or outputs and
status inputs and outputs with a single multiplexer transmitter (IMT-98) or receiver (IMR-98). When
connected to a FSK transmitter, the multiplexer transmitter module can accept up to eight analog and
sixteen status inputs and transmit them using a FSK set for two frequency operation.
The configuration represented in Figure 5 uses an IMT-98-00 connected to an IT-98DSP. The
interconnections are performed by an I/O STD and an I/O DATA on the transmit end of the circuit. An
IR-98DSP-02 is connected to an IMR-98-00 using an I/O DATA and an I/O STD on the receiver end.
The multiplexer uses a digital output to key the FSK transmitter between two frequencies, Mark and
Space. The FSK receiver converts the frequencies to solid state ouputs that construct the digital
message for the multiplexer receiver which in turn keys the analog and status outputs.

Figure 5. Multiplexer Application using FSK Communications
RS-232 Digital Data using FSK
RS-232 data can be transmitted over tone channels with the use of two I/O RS-232 modules in conjunction
with the standard FSK transmitter and receiver. Both DTE and DCE versions of the I/O RS-232 are
available. The I/O RS-232 uses a digital output to key the FSK transmitter between two frequncies,
Mark and Space. The FSK receiver converts the frequencies to solid state ouputs. The I/O RS-232
converts these outputs to a RS-232 format on a D-sub connector.

Figure 6. RS-232 over FSK Tone
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DIGITAL
The 98 Series is capable of transmitting over a digital fiber optic communication media. A FSK transmitter
can be digitized using the FO-98-DIG fiber optic digitizer and the I/O FO fiber optic module. A multiplexer
transmitter can be connected directly to the I/O FO for fiber optic applications. The I/O FO may be
equipped with an 850, 1300, or 1550 nm transmit and receive heads. See Figure 9 for description.
Data from a RS-232 port can be input and transmitted over an digital channel.
FSK over Fiber Optic
The FO-98-DIG can digitze the entire audio spectrum so multiple FSK modules can be connected to
each of it’s two audio inputs and outputs. FSK modules can transmit and receive status or analog
data on a single input to the FO-98-DIG via the I/O FO. When more then one FSK transmitter/
receiver pairs are on a single input to the I/O FO they need to be set to different frequencies.

Figure 7. Multiple FSK I/O’s over Fiber Optics
Multiplexed Fiber Optics Applications
The 98 Series Multiplexers are digital modules. If the communications method is fiber optics rather
then audio, the FSK modules are not required. The multiplexer may directly communicate to the fiber
through an I/O FO fiber optic I/O module. Figure 8 shows the same input and output configuration as
Figure 5 but using fiber optics, eliminating the FSK modules and I/O’s.

Figure 8. Multiplexer over Fiber Optics
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RS-232 Digital Data over Fiber Optics
RS-232 data can be transmitted over a fiber optic channel using an I/O RS-232 and an I/O FO on each
end of the line. Both DTE and DCE versions of the I/O RS-232 are available. The I/O RS-232 uses a
digital output to key the digital input of the I/O FO. No additional modules are required other then the two
I/O modules on each end.

Figure 9. RS-232 Application using Fiber Optics
Many other schemes and output options are available for the 98 Series. The following sections have
more detail on individual modules. Please contact Iniven for additional information and pricing.
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be used. The three input/output modules that will
allow the FSK transmitter to interface with all available keying inputs are the I/O DATA, I/O 40T, and
the I/O RS232. When using a Compact rack, the
I/O DATA is built into the mother board. An
I/O 40T may also be incorporated in a Compact
by using the slot next to the FSK slot.

SPECIFICATIONS
Outpt Level: Front panel adjustable to +5 dBm.
Output Impedence: 15 KW minimum.
Keying Inputs: Mark, Space, and RTS:
High impedence, 3-30 VDC
Optically coupled, 5-50 VDC
Optional opto coupling up to 150 VDC
Frequency Range: 200-3800 Hz.
Operating Bandwidths: 50, 60, 85, 120, 170,
240, 300, and 600 standard, 1200 optional.
Data Level Outputs: Clear-To-Send (CTS),
0.5 ms delay @ +5 VDC
LED Indicators: Mark, Space, RTS, and CD
Spectral Purity: Harmonic content: 70 dB
below carrier level. Spurious signals at
adjacent channels: 70 dB below carrier.
Bias Distortion: Less than 7% with channel
keyed in accordance to programmed
bandwidth, back to back transmitter/receiver.
Environmental Requirements:
Temerature range: -30° to +70° C.
Relative Humidity: 95% max, non-condensing
at 40° C (104° F).
Power Requirements:
+5 VDC ±5% (4.75 to 5.25 VDC) @ 95 mA
+12 VDC ±35% (7.8 to 16.2 VDC) @ 14 mA
-12 VDC ±35% (-7.8 to -16.2 VDC) @ 12 mA
Physical:
Weight: .5 lbs (.23 Kg).
Dimensions:
1.0” (25.4 mm) W
5.04” (128 mm) H
9.76” (248 mm) D

IT-98DSP
PROGRAMMABLE
FSK TRANSMITTER
DESCRIPTION
The IT-98DSP is a programmmable frequency shift
keyed (FSK) tone transmitter. The transmitter
generates one of three tone frequencies for use
on an audio communications circuit or with a digital
converter, a fiber optic or serial interface.
Depending on the type of I/O module connected
to the IT-98SDP, the unit can be triggered by either
digital on/off or analog inputs. The FSK transmitter
can also be used to convert an Iniven multiplexer
transmitter’s output to an audio signal.
Utilizing state of the art design and crystal
controlled Digital Signal Processing (DSP)
techniques provides for short and long term
stability with no keying jitter or frequency drift. DIP
switches
provide
complete
on-board
programmability without the use of an external
programming device. Each transmitter is
programmable for frequency, bandwidth/baud rate,
and operation. Operational modes include two or
three frequency keying, request-to-send (RTS),
inverted keying, and flasher.
Different I/O modules may be used with the IT98DSP depending on data being communicated
and the type of chassis being used. When
mounted in a normal depth 3U rack, any I/O may
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When using a Compact rack, the I/O DATA is built
into the mother board. A I/O 40R may also be
incorporated in a Compact by using the slot next
to the FSK slot.

SPECIFICATIONS
Input Sensitivity: Front panel adjustable from
-45 to +13 dBm.
Input Impedence: 30 K ohm min., isolated and
balanced.
Frequency Stability: 0.02% of room
temperature center frequency over full
temperature range and power supply
variation.
Outputs: Mark, Space, and CD:
Open-collector PNP transistors, standard:
50 mA @ 15 VDC
Open-collector NPN transistors, optional:
50 mA @ 30 VDC or 1 A @ 150 VDC
Relays: Form C, SPDT
Contacts: 2 A resistive @ 28 VDC
Standard: 100 VDC switching
voltage, 1 A switching current or
150 VDC @ 0.5 A
Mercury: 150 VDC switching
voltage, 1 A switching current.
Optional 350 VDC @ 0.75 A
Frequency Range: 200-3800 Hz.
Operating Bandwidths: 50, 60, 85, 120, 170,
240, 300, and 600 standard, 1200 optional.
LED Indicators: Mark, Space, CD, and OVL.
Bias Distortion: Less than 7% with channel
keyed in accordance to programmed
bandwidth, back to back transmitter/receiver.
Environmental Requirements:
Temerature range: -30° to +70° C.
Relative Humidity: 95% max, non-condensing
at 40° C (104° F).
Power Requirements:
+5 VDC ±5% (4.75 to 5.25 VDC) @ 130 mA
+12 VDC ±35% (7.8 to 16.2 VDC)
with 1 relay: 15 V @ 85 mA
with 3 relays: 15 V @ 136 mA
-12 VDC ±35% (-7.8 to -16.2 VDC) @ 46 mA
Physical:
Weight: .5 lbs (.23 Kg).
Dimensions:
1.0” (25.4 mm) W
5.04” (128 mm) H
9.76” (248 mm) D

IR-98DSP
PROGRAMMABLE
FSK RECEIVER
DESCRIPTION
The IR-98DSP is a programmmable frequency
shift keyed (FSK) tone receiver. The receiver can
accept one of three tone frequencies from an audio
communications circuit or with a digital converter,
a fiber optic or serial interface. Depending on the
type of I/O module connected to the IR-98SDP,
the unit can output either digital on/off or analog
data. The FSK receiver can also convert an audio
signal to a digital output used by an Iniven
multiplexer receiver.
Utilizing state of the art design and crystal
controlled Digital Signal Processing (DSP)
techniques provides improved performance,
flexibility and longevity. A front panel sensitivity
switch allows the unit to set its own sensitivity
without a meter. DIP switches provide complete
on-board programmability without the use of an
external programming device. Each receiver is
programmable for frequency, bandwidth/baud rate,
and operation. Operational modes include two or
three frequency keying, carrier detect (CD),
inverted outputs, and flasher with optional
capacitors.
Different I/O modules may be used with the IR98DSP depending on data being communicated
and the type of chassis being used. When
mounted in a normal depth 3U rack, any I/O may
be used. The three input/output modules that will
allow the FSK receiver to interface with all types
of available outputs are the I/O DATA, I/O 40R,
and the I/O RS232.
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IMT-98
PROGRAMMABLE
MULTIPLEXER
TRANSMITTER
DESCRIPTION
The IMT-98 is a programmmable analog to digital
transmitter capable of sending up to 8 analog and
16 digital (on/off) functions. The IMT-98 generates
a digital output that can be transmitted over a fiber
optic circuit or input to a single IT-98DSP FSK
module and sent over an audio circuit.

Digital Input Range:
4-53 VDC, Standard.
25-150 VDC, Optional.
Digital Output: 0-5 V, CMOS.
Operating Bandwidths: 50, 60, 85, 120, 170,
240, 300, and 600 baud standard, 1200 and
2400 baud optional.
LED Indicators: Data Out
Environmental Requirements:
Temerature range: -30° to +70° C.
Relative Humidity: 95% max, non-condensing
at 40° C (104° F).
Power Requirements:
+5 VDC @ 95 mA
+15 VDC @ 70 mA
-15 VDC @ 12.5 mA
Physical:
Weight: .5 lbs (.23 Kg).
Dimensions:
1.0” (25.4 mm) W
5.04” (128 mm) H
9.76” (248 mm) D

The multiplexer transmitter is programmable for
baud rates from 50 to 600 baud in eight steps.
Options for 1200 and 2400 baud operation and
polling applications are available.
The IMT-98 is available in two versions, 16 digital
inputs only, and 8 analog and 16 digital inputs. The
8 analog inputs are programmable for standard
input voltage ranges. Bi-polar, uni-polar, voltage,
and current inputs are available. The IMT-98 can
be mounted in a standard rack and is available in a
Compact rack version.

SPECIFICATIONS
Input Isolation: 1500 VDC for all inputs.
Analog Inputs: 0 or 1 to 8.
Analog Input Range: -10 V to +10 V. Current
ranges are obtained by adding shunt resistor
to the I/O STD (98 mux I/O module).
Analog Resolution: 12 Bit A/D converter.
Analog Accuracy: ±0.05% of full scale.
Analog Linearity: ±0.025%.

IMR-98
PROGRAMMABLE
MULTIPLEXER
RECEIVER
DESCRIPTION
The IMR-98 is a programmmable digital to analog
receiver capable of accepting up to 8 analog and
16 digital (on/off) functions. The IMR-98 receives
a digital input from a fiber optic circuit or output
from a single IR-98DSP FSK module receiving a
signal from an audio circuit.
The de-multiplexer receiver is programmable for
baud rates from 50 to 600 baud in eight steps.
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Options for 1200 and 2400 baud operation and
polling applications are available. The IMR-98 is
available in two versions, 16 digital outputs only,
and 8 analog and 16 digital outputs. The 8 analog
outputs are programmable for standard output
voltage ranges. Bi-polar, uni-polar, voltage, and
current outputs are available. Digital outputs are
via solid state relays. Optional dry contact relay
modules (IM-RELAY) can be wired to using a
ribbon connector and a special I/O module, the I/
O RIBBON.
The IMR-98 uses a BCH security code for data
integrity. The sixtenth digital output may be
assigned as a communication failure relay. In the
case of loss of signal, the multiplexer receiver will
hold last data or zero the outputs.

IM-RELAY
MULTIPLEXER
RELAY MODULE

SPECIFICATIONS

DESCRIPTION

Analog Outputs: 0 or 1 to 8.
Analog Output Range:
Voltage: -10 V to +10 V.
Current: -100 mA to +100 mA.
Analog Resolution: 12 Bit A/D converter.
Analog Accuracy: ±0.05% of full scale.
Analog Linearity: ±0.025%.
Digital Outputs: Open collector NPN:
500 VDC, maximum.
500 mA, maximum
Digital Input: 2.5 V to 30 V peak.
Operating Bandwidths: 50, 60, 85, 120, 170,
240, 300, and 600 baud standard, 1200 and
2400 baud optional.
LED Indicators: Data In, Update, and 16 digital
output indicators.
Environmental Requirements:
Temerature range: -30° to +70° C.
Relative Humidity: 95% max, non-condensing
at 40° C (104° F).
Power Requirements:
+5 VDC @ 95 mA
+15 VDC @ 63 mA
-15 VDC @ 60 mA
Physical:
Weight: .5 lbs (.23 Kg).
Dimensions:
1.0” (25.4 mm) W
5.04” (128 mm) H
9.76” (248 mm) D

The IM-RELAY contains 8 form C relays used as
dry contact outputs for the IMR-98’s status outputs.
The IM-RELAY interfaces with the multiplexer
receiver using a ribbon cable. The ribbon
simplifies wiring by snaping into the I/O RELAY
(IM-RELAY I/O module) at one end and the I/O
RIBBON (IMR-98 ribbon connector I/O module)
at the other. To accommodate all 16 dry contact
outputs, 2 IM-RELAY’s are required.

SPECIFICATIONS
Relay Outputs: 8 Form C, SPDT relays
Contacts: 2 A resistive @ 28 VDC
100 VDC switching voltage,
1 A switching current or
150 VDC @ 0.5 A
Environmental Requirements:
Temerature range: -30° to +70° C.
Relative Humidity: 95% max, non-condensing
at 40° C (104° F).
Power Requirements:
+15 VDC @ 312 mA max. for 8 relays
Physical:
Weight: .32 lbs (.14 Kg).
Dimensions:
1.0” (25.4 mm) W
5.04” (128 mm) H
9.76” (248 mm) D
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I/O 40T AND I/O 40R
SINGLE ANALOG
I/O MODULES
DESCRIPTION
The I/O 40T (transmitter) and I/O 40R (receiver)
are input/output modules that allow the IT-98DSP
and IR-98DSP to convert an analog input to an
audio signal and reverse the process without
changing the FSK module. By eliminating the need
for an expensive tone set just for analog
operations, the Iniven 98 Series adds flexibility and
efficiency due to the modular configuration.
Various inputs and outputs can be accomodated
including bi-polar voltage or current. The analog
units are designed to work with the FSK modules
using a square wave which is a modulated Mark
and Space frequency at a select frequency range
and offset between 5 Hz and 30 Hz, including the
industry standards (5-25 Hz, 10-30 Hz, 18-30 Hz).
The I/O 40’s are constructed with two boards. One
board contains the analog circuits and the other
the terminal blocks that mount to the back of the
chassis. The two boards mate so that the I/O 40
circuits may be attached to the FSK module and
removed from the front of the chassis so that the
module may be adjusted without disturbing the
wiring.

SPECIFICATIONS
Accuracy: Setable to .05% of span.
Linearity: <0.1% of span.
Drift:
<0.005% per °C
<0.2% over 6 months
<0.1% per volt

Environmental Requirements:
Temerature range: -30° to +70° C.
Relative Humidity: 95% max, non-condensing
at 40° C (104° F).
Physical:
Weight: .25 lbs (.11 Kg).
Dimensions:
1.0” (25.4 mm) W
5.04” (128 mm) H
3.3” (84 mm) D
Input/Output Frequency Range: 5-25 Hz,
10-30 Hz, 18-30 Hz, others on request.
Input/Output Voltage: 10 V peak-to-peak
square wave
TX Input Voltage Range: 50 mV to 5 V.
TX Input Current Range: 0.1 mA to 50 mA.
TX Input Common Mode Rejection: >45 dB
with up to 3V peak common mode noise
TX Input Resistance: > 1 megaohm for voltage
TX Power Requirements:
+15 VDC @ 15 mA
-15 VDC @ 7 mA
RX Output Voltage Range: 50 mV to 10 V
RX Output Current Range: 0.5 mA to 25 mA.
RX Power Requirements:
+15 VDC @ 15 mA
-15 VDC @ 5 mA

I/O DATA
STANDARD FSK
I/O MODULE
DESCRIPTION
The I/O DATA is the standard I/O module for the
IT-98DSP and IR-98DSP FSK modules. This
module contains the wiring terminal blocks and
circuits required to pass the inputs and outputs to
the FSK module.
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I/O RS232 MODULE
DESCRIPTION

I/O RIBBON
RIBBON CONNECTOR
I/O MODULE

The I/O RS232 can be used two different ways.
When connected to an FSK module, the I/O RS232
is used to key the transmitter or is keyed by the
receiver. When used with a 98 multiplexer, the
I/O RS232 converts the digital inputs and outputs
to a RS-232 communication format. The I/O
RS232 may be interfaced directly to an FSK
module or indirectly (wired inputs/outputs without
a module being mated via connector) with an
analog or multiplexer application. Both DCE and
DTE versions of the I/O RS232 module are
available.

DESCRIPTION

I/O STD
STANDARD MULTIPLEXER
I/O MODULE

I/O RELAY
MULTIPLEXER RELAY
I/O MODULE

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

The I/O RIBBON is used for easy connection of
the IMR-98 to the optional IM-RELAY via ribbon
cables. There are two ribbon connectors for up to
two relay modules. The ribbon cables are attached
using locking connectors to avoid inadvertent
disconnection. The I/O RIBBON is an optional
module and is not required when connecting to
the relay module(s). The I/O STD may be used
and the individual outputs may be wired by hand
to the IM-RELAY.

The I/O STD is the standard I/O for the IMT-98 The I/O RELAY is the I/O module for the IM-RELAY.
and IMR-98. This module contains the wiring This module contains a ribbon connector and the
terminal blocks and circuits required to pass the wiring terminal blocks and circuits required to pass
16 digital and 8 analog inputs and outputs to the 8 digital outputs from the multiplexer receiver to
multiplexer module. The I/O STD is also used the dry contact relay module. The outputs may be
when interfacing a multiplexer to an RS-232 or fiber wired by hand from the I/O STD or by ribbon cable
optic circuit (the I/O RS232 or I/O FO are also from the I/O RIBBON.
required.
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dedicated fiber. When converting an audio signal
to fiber optic communications or vice versa, the
F/O 98-DIG must be connected. The fiber optic
digitizer acts as the A/D and D/A converter for up
to two audio channels. When connected to a
multiplexer receiver, transmitter, or other device
with digital data, the F/O 98-DIG is not required.
The digital device connects directly to the digital
input or output points of the I/O FO.
Laser and LED heads are available in 850 nm and
1300 nm multimode and 1300 nm, and 1550 nm
singlemode formats with ST or FC style
connectors. See the chart below for standard
heads.

F0-98-DIG
FIBER OPTIC
DIGITIZER MODULE
DESCRIPTION

FIBER OPTIC TX HEADS

The F/O-98-DIG is an analog to digital, digital to
analog converter that interfaces between the audio
I/O’s of the FSK modules and a fiber optic interface.
The digitizer provides two inputs and two outputs
for audio communication channels. Each I/O is
capable of covering the entire audio spectrum,
allowing multiple FSK modules to be connected to
each I/O.
The F/O 98-DIG connects directly to the I/O FO
fiber optic module that contains the fiber optic heads
and terminal blocks to wire to FSK receivers and/
or transmitters.

I/O FO
FIBER OPTIC
DIGITIZER I/O MODULE

Emitter Wavelength Mode
Type
(nm)

Output
P o w er
(8um fiber)

Laser

1550

Single

100 uW

LE D

1550

Single

20 uW

Laser

1300

Single

1000 uW

Laser

1300

Single

200 uW

Laser

1300

Single

100 uW

LE D

1300

Single

20 uW

LE D

1300

Single

500 nW

LE D

1300

Single

290 nW

LE D

1300

Single

45 uW

LE D

1300

Single

200 uW

LE D

850

Multi

19 uW

LE D

850

Multi

34 uW

LE D

850

Multi

95 uW

1300 nm multimode and other mode/output
power combinations are available

DESCRIPTION
The I/O FO is the fiber optic interface module for
the 98 Series. The fiber optic I/O module contains
the terminal blocks to wire to FSK or multiplexer
modules and the transmit and receive heads for a
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Figure 10. Available Fiber Optic
Transmitter Heads

IP-98
POWER SUPPLY
DESCRIPTION
The IP-98 is the 98 Series power supply. The
regulated switching power supply is available with
various input voltages (115 VAC, 12 VDC, 24 VDC,
48 VDC, 125 VDC, or 250 VDC) and packages
(3U rack mount, 1U rack mount, or Compact
supply. All versions of the IP-98 provide a
regulated +5 V, +15 V, and -15 VDC outputs that
will power any module in the 98 Series. The IP-98
has 5000 VDC isolation from input to output on all
models (except 12 VDC models) and meet both
SWC standards ANSI/IEEE C37.90.1989 and
C37.90a-1974. The standard 3U rack mount
versions supply 55 W of power, all other IP-98’s
supply 20 W of power.

SPECIFICATIONS
Input Voltages:
115 VAC: 86-144 VAC
125 VDC: 94-156 VDC
48 VDC: 36-60 VDC
24 VDC: 18-30 VDC
12 VDC: 9.6-14.4 VDC
Output Voltages:
+5 V supply ±1%, 5A
+15 V supply ±20%, 3A
-15 V supply ±20%, 2A
Output Ripple:
+5 V: 20 mV peak max.
+15 V: 50 mV peak max.
-15 V: 100 mV peak max.

Total Output Power:
3U rack mount versions: 55 W
12 V and all other versions: 20 W
Efficiency: 80% at full load typical
12 V version: 60% at full load typical
Isolation: 5000 VDC from input to output
12 V version: 1000 VDC from input to output
Surge Withstand Capability: ANSI/IEEE
C37.90.1978 & C37.90a-1974 except 12 VDC
Environmental Requirements:
Temerature range: -30° to +70° C.
Relative Humidity: 95% max, non-condensing
at 40° C (104° F).
Physical: 3U Rack Mount
Weight: 1.4 lbs (.64 Kg).
Dimensions:
2.8” (71 mm) W
5.04” (128 mm) H
9.76” (248 mm) D

I/O PS
POWER SUPPLY
I/O MODULE
DESCRIPTION
The I/O PS is the power supply I/O module. This
module contains the wiring terminal blocks and
circuits required to pass the inputs and outputs to
the power supply module. The I/O PS is available
in 3U and 1U versions. The I/O PS is not required
when the IP-98 is supplied in a Compact chassis.
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STANDARD
CHASSIS’
DESCRIPTION

A CHAS-3U MOD SWING offers the same chassis
with mounting brackets and can be swung in the
vertical position when space is limited. The CHAS3U MOD SWING can also be modified by the
factory to any width up to the 17 inch capacity.

All standard chassis’ are designed that a primary
module is inserted from the front of the chassis
and the mating I/O module is inserted in the same
slot from the rear of the chassis (I/O 40’s being
the exception). The CHAS-3U is designed to mount
in standard E.I.A. 19 inch racks and can
accommodate up to 17 inches of modules.
Standard power supplies (IP-98) are 3 inches wide.

The CHAS-1U is designed to mount in standard
E.I.A 19 inch racks but is 1/3 the height of the
CHAS-3U. The CHAS-1U can accept up to 3
modules inserted horizontally and require special
faceplates and I/O modules that must be specified
when ordering. Any module may be ordered with
the 1U mounting option by adding -1U to the part
number (i.e., IR-98DSP-1U).

Figure 10. CHAS-3U

Figure 11. CHAS-1U

Figure 12. CHAS-3U MOD SWING
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COMPACT
CHASSIS’
DESCRIPTION
The compact chassis is a smaller specialized
chassis that eliminates the need for most I/O
modules. It is used where space is limited or when
only a single transmit or receive channel is required.
A mother board on the rear of the chassis replaces
data and power supply I/O modules and contains
the power switch. A single faceplate covers the
front of the chassis.

While the chassis is the same, several types of
compacts are available. The FSK tramsmitter with
a status input is the IT-98ADSP, the receiver is the
IR-98ADSP. The single analog input/output FSK
transmitter and receiver are the IAFT-98ADSP and
the IFAR-98ADSP respectively. A multiplexed
input/output of up to 8 analog and 16 discrete inputs
transmitted or received over a FSK channel are
the IMT-98ADSP and the IMR-98ADSP. The
mother board on each of the above types of
compacts are different. All compacts come with
a 24, 48, 125, 250 VDC, or 115 VAC power supply.
A compact chassis comes with L shaped brackets
for mounting

Figure 13. Compact Chassis (Front)

Figure 14. Compact Chassis (Rear)
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ILP-1 AND ILP-2
LINE PROTECTORS

98 SERIES
CARD EXTENDER

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

The ILP-1 and ILP-2 line protector units protect
tone equipment from the effects of transient
overvoltages on communication lines and the line
coupling circuits to provide high speed
(nanoseconds) voltage limiting and brute force
protection. The ILP-1 is for 2 wire communication
systems and the ILP-2 is for 4 wire systems.

The extender module permits checking and
troubleshooting of any standard 98 Series module
(excluding I/O modules) while the unit remains
electrically connected to the chassis.

BLANK FACEPLATES

98 SERIES I/O 40
CARD EXTENDER
DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION
Blank faceplates can be used to cover open
(unused) slots in a chassis. 3U or 1U chassis must
be specified when ordering. 3U chassis’ may use
faceplate widths from 1 inch to 11 inches.
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This adapter permits the I/O 40T and I/O 40 R to
be set or checked by connecting to the standard
98 Series extender module.

WARRANTY AGREEMENT
We hereby certify that the INIVEN product line carries a warranty
for any part which fails during normal operation or service for 12 years.
A defective part should be returned to the factory after receiving a return
material authorization number (RMA), shipping charges prepaid, for
repair f.o.b. Somerville, New Jersey. In case INIVEN cannot promptly
return the unit to you it will endeavor to provide a loaner until the repair
or replacement is returned to you. Any unauthorized repairs or modifications will void the warranty. In the case of parts not being commercially available, INIVEN reserves the right to replace the unit with a
functionally equivalent unit.
5 Columbia Road, Somerville, NJ 08876

INIVEN
5 Columbia Road
Somerville, NJ 08876

Email: sales@iniven.com
www.iniven.com

Phone: 800-526-3984
Phone: 908-722-3770
Fax: 908-722-5461
06.01.03

